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We study the Mott insulator–superfluid transition in a two-band boson Hubbard model, which can be
mapped onto a spin-1 /2 XY model with spins coupled to an additional Ising degree of freedom. By using a
modified mean field theory that includes the effects of phase fluctuations, we show that the transition is first
order at both zero and finite temperatures. On the Mott insulator side, there may be reentrance in phase
transition. These features are consequences of the underlying transition between competing defect poor and
defect rich phases. The possible relevance of the model and our results to supersolid 4He and cold bosonic
atoms in optical lattices are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Mott insulator–superfluid MI-SF transition is one of
the striking phenomena arising from the many body physics
of correlated boson systems on a lattice.1 The physics of this
transition is believed to be relevant to not only systems with
bosons as “elementary particles,” but also condensed matter
systems whose low energy physics is governed by bosonic
degrees of freedom, for example, an array of quantum Jo-
sephson junctions. Recently, there has been a renewed inter-
est in the MI-SF transition due to its relevance to two types
of experimental systems. The first is supersolidity of solid
4He Refs. 2 and 3 if one views the normal solid to super-
solid transition as a Bose condensation transition that occurs
due to delocalization of the 4He atoms without melting the
underlying crystalline lattice. The second is ultracold bosonic
atoms in an optical lattice.4
The commonly accepted paradigm for the MI-SF transi-
tion is based on the one-band boson Hubbard model. In that
model, the MI-SF transition is a continuous one with the
Mott-Hubbard gap and the condensate density increasing
continuously from 0 on the MI and the SF sides of the tran-
sition, respectively. Recently, Dai, Ma, and Zhang DMZ5
proposed a two-band Hubbard Hamiltonian as a model for
solid 4He, and showed using a single-site mean field theory
that the MI-supersolid transition can be first order. In this
paper, we seek to investigate the validity of this claim be-
yond mean field theory by including the effects of phase
fluctuations of the condensate. Specifically, we consider the
following spin S= 12 XY model on a lattice, where the spins
are coupled to an additional Ising degree of freedom
H = 
i
nˆi − h
i
Sˆ i
znˆi − J
ij
Sˆ i
+Sˆ j
− + Sˆ i
−Sˆ j
+nˆinˆj .
Here the Ising variable nˆi=0,1 and Sˆ i
+ and Sˆ i
− are the raising
and lowering operators. As a model of magnetism, this
Hamiltonian would describe a XY spin system in a transverse
magnetic field h, with ni=0,1 representing the absence
presence of a spin on site i. In this case  plays the role of
a chemical potential for the spin. For example, H can act as
a model for an electronic insulator with two on-site elec-
tronic configurations, one magnetic and one nonmagnetic
separated by energy , or it can describe a binary alloy of
magnetic and nonmagnetic ions. However, for this work, we
are more interested in H as a model of boson insulator-
superfluid transition. Below we will discuss the relevance of
this model to the boson two-band Hubbard model and to
supersolid 4He and trapped bosons in an optical lattice.
A. Supersolid 4He
The possibility of supersolidity in 4He, which refers to the
coexistence of crystalline ordering and superfluidity, was
proposed some years ago by Andreev and Lifshitz,6 Chester,7
and Leggett.8 The interest in such a unique state of matter is
recently rekindled following the report by Kim and Chan2,3
of the observation of nonclassical rotational inertia NCRI
in solid 4He confined inside porous media and in bulk solid
4He at low temperature. NCRI has since been confirmed
by other groups,9–11 although it is still debatable as to
whether this is a bulk equilibrium effect or a result of non-
equilibrium defects.9,12 Direct numerical calculations
strongly indicate that off-diagonal long ranged order
ODLRO is not present at equilibrium in bulk solid 4He.13
Furthermore, experiments have failed to detect direct super-
flow or “superconductivity”14,15 unless grain boundaries are
seen to be present.15 This leads to grain boundaries as a
natural explanation of the observation of NCRI.16 On the
other hand, recently Clark et al.17 reported the observation of
NCRI in single crystal helium. Therefore, it remains contro-
versial as to whether bulk 4He is a supersolid at low tem-
perature. In our opinion, these recent experiments provide
the impetus for a better theoretical understanding of possible
mechanisms for bulk equilibrium supersolidity. In addition,
independent of solid 4He, the question of equilibrium super-
solidity in quantum crystals is an issue of fundamental inter-
est. In their seminal paper, Andreev and Lifshitz6 proposed
that since 4He is a quantum solid with large zero point mo-
tion, a finite density of defects may be present even in the
ground state. Amongst these defects, the most promising
candidate is zero point vacancies, whose motion they argued
will be wavelike at low temperature and so will Bose con-
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dense. The Bose condensation of the vacancies can then lead
to superfluidity without destroying the underlying crystalline
ordering. From the point of view of the presence of ODLRO
in Jastrow wave functions describing solids, Chester7 also
conjectured zero point vacancies as the mechanism for su-
persolidity. If vacancies are present, the solid will be incom-
mensurate, with the number of He atoms different from the
number of lattice sites. Recently, Anderson et al.18 pointed to
the T7 correction to the specific heat as evidence of incom-
mensurability in the ground state.
While appealing, the idea of zero point vacancies is sub-
ject to stringent constraint from both experiments and several
computational calculations, showing vacancies as activated
from the commensurate solid. The activation energy is found
to be about 10 K from x-ray diffraction19 and about 15 K in
simulations.13 This is at odds with the Andreev and Lifshitz’s
proposal that the commensurate ground state is unstable with
respect to spontaneous generation of vacancies. Recently,
DMZ5 proposed a possible solution to the quandary by in-
cluding a lower energy defect that they called the exciton,
which is an on-site bound state of a vacancy and an intersti-
tial. Physically, this defect corresponds to a broadening dis-
tortion of the local wave function. For example, if the defect-
free solid state is given by the unsymmetrized Hartree-
Nosanow wave function20
0 = 
i
ari − Ri ,
where a is a localized wave function, then the state with
one exciton defect on the site j can be written as
0 = brj − Rj
ij
ari − Ri ,
where b is also localized, but less so than a. The key idea
is that an atom in the state b can tunnel more effectively
into a neighboring vacancy site and vice versa than one in
the state a due to the wave function broadening. As a result,
even though vacancies are activated in a defect-free back-
ground, they can be spontaneously generated in an exciton
background. At low temperature, they will then Bose con-
dense and the condensation energy may overcome the energy
cost of creating exciton defects. In their theory, the commen-
surate solid would then be a metastable state, while the true
ground state will be an incommensurate one with finite den-
sities of vacancies and excitons. The metastability of the
commensurate solid has also been proposed by Anderson et
al.18 Although the numerical calculation of Boninsegni et al.
found the commensurate solid to be stable,21 it has been
questioned whether that result is due to finite-sized effects.22
On the experimental front, recent neutron scattering mea-
surements found no discernible change in commensurability
between the normal solid and supersolid.23
As a model for their theory, DMZ considered a two-band
Hubbard model, in which the defect-free DF state is con-
sidered the “vacuum,” and the boson operators are operators
that create and destroy defects. In this paper, it is more con-
venient to take the vacuum as the physical vacuum for 4He
atoms, in which case the DMZ Hamiltonian becomes
H = 
i
aaˆi
+aˆi + bbˆ i
+bˆ i + Unˆainˆbi − 
ij
taaˆi
+aˆj + tbbˆ i
+bˆ j
+ H.c. . 1
Here, the strong repulsion between 4He atoms in close prox-
imity is modeled by taking aˆ and bˆ , field operators for 4He
atom in the a and b states, as hard-core boson operators. U is
the repulsion between a 4He atom occupying a and one
occupying b on the same site, and is of the order of the
local interstitial activation energy. Of the various energies in
the problem, this is by far the largest 50 K, and for the
purpose of this work we will consider U→, so each site
can at most be singly occupied by a 4He atom. In other
words, we neglect the possibility of interstitials. ta and tb
denote the hopping amplitudes of the tunneling process be-
tween neighboring sites from a to a state and from b to b
state, respectively ij indicates nearest neighbors. The b
boson has higher on-site energy ba, but also a higher
hopping amplitude tb ta. The hard-core nature of the
bosons implies that hopping is only possible between an oc-
cupied site and a neighboring vacancy.
In the torsional oscillator experiment setup used to ob-
serve NCRI, the density of 4He atoms is held fixed. How-
ever, because the lattice constant of the solid is determined
by minimizing the free energy, the number of bosons per site
nˆa+ nˆb is not externally imposed. Within this model, if
nˆa+ nˆb=1, the 4He atoms form a commensurate solid. If
further nˆb=0, the commensurate solid is DF, while if nˆa
=0, it is an exciton solid. However, if nˆa+ nˆb1, then the
solid is an incommensurate one with a finite vacancy density.
The excitation energy of a single vacancy from the DF state
is a−zta, where z is the coordination number. The
Andreev-Lifshitz vacancy mechanism for supersolidity
would require this to be negative, which evidently is not the
case. On the other hand, the instability criterion for generat-
ing a vacancy above the exciton solid is −b−ztb, which is
easier to satisfy. Vacancies can then Bose condense above the
exciton background and the condensation energy gain may
be sufficient to overcome the exciton energy =b−a.
Should this be the case, the DF state will be metastable. In
their theory, DMZ identified the DF state as the normal solid
at T=0, and the exciton state with Bose condensation of
vacancies as the supersolid. Using a single-site mean field
theory, DMZ showed that as parameters in the mode are
tuned corresponding experimentally to, for example, chang-
ing the pressure, there is a transition at T=0 from the DF
normal solid to the supersolid state described above. Since
the DF state is metastable, this transition is naturally first
order, and involves a jump not only in the Bose condensed
amplitude but also in the densities of both vacancies and
exciton defects. Hence the supersolid transition is accompa-
nied by a commensurate-incommensurate transition, as well
as a change in local density profile of the 4He atoms. Be-
cause the normal solid is commensurate, it explains why ex-
perimental measurements performed on the normal solid do
not show an appreciable density of vacancies.
Because the results of DMZ are based on a single-site
mean field theory, it is of interest to examine if they hold up
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against the effects of both quantum and thermal fluctuations.
At low temperature, the dominating effects should be due to
phase fluctuations of the condensate, since they correspond
to gapless modes. Experimentally, at the lowest temperature,
NCRI in solid 4He is observed even at the highest pressure
achievable in the laboratory. Thus, the T=0 first-order
supersolid-normal solid transition predicted by DMZ cannot
be tested at present. It is therefore important to determine the
nature of the supersolid-normal solid transition at finite-
temperature within DMZ’s theory to compare to experi-
ments. We confirm that when phase fluctuations are included,
the finite-temperature transition remains first order for sys-
tem parameters not too far from the zero-temperature transi-
tion point. Moreover, we find that fluctuations give rise to a
“reentrance” phenomenon.
B. Trapped Bosons in Optical Lattice
For solid 4He, the lattice constant is self-adjusted to mini-
mize the free energy. We can also consider a system of
bosons in the presence of an external periodic potential, in
which case the lattice constant will be externally imposed.
An interesting realization of such a system has been achieved
recently in ultracold trapped bosons in an optical lattice.4,24,25
By superimposing counterpropagating laser beams of wave-
length 	 in different directions, an effective periodic poten-
tial in one, two, or three dimensions can be produced. In
three dimensions, the potential has the form
Vx,y,z = V0x cos2kx + V0y cos2ky + V0z cos2kz ,
where k=2
 /	 is the wave number, and the strengths of the
potential in the three directions are proportional to the laser
intensity in each direction and can therefore be tuned. For a
single particle, this periodic potential gives rise to the usual
energy bands in the first Brillouin zone. For V0 large com-
pared to the so-called recoil energy ER=2k2 /2m, the lower
bands can be viewed as tight-binding bands arising from a
periodic array of harmonic wells. For deep potential of cubic
symmetry V0x=V0y =V0z=V0, the Wannier basis for these
bands can to a good approximation be constructed from the
eigenstates of the spherically symmetric harmonic oscillator
potential Vharr=V0k2r2. The bands can then be denoted by
the quantum numbers nx ,ny ,nz of these eigenstates, and
their eigenenergies nx+ny +nz+1/2 0, where 0
=	4V0ER provide approximate values for the band gaps. It is
convenient to consider the optical lattice experiments as be-
ing performed at fixed chemical potential. In the case where
0 is much larger than other relevant energy scales, all the
particles will occupy the lowest band, and the system can be
modeled by a single-band boson Hubbard model:25
H = 
i
aaˆi
+aˆi + U
i
nˆainˆai − 1 − 
ij
taaˆi
+aˆj + H.c.
− 
i
aˆi
+aˆi ,
with  as the chemical potential. This is a well-studied
model, and it has been established that with increasing ta /U,
there is a quantum phase transition from a Mott insulator
state with integer filling per site to a SF state. The SF state
may have commensurate or incommensurate filling depend-
ing on . Trapped bosons in the optical lattice provide an
elegant realization of this model which allows the transition
to be studied systematically in experiments.
Alternatively, we can consider the limit where the Hub-
bard U is the dominating energy. This can be achieved ex-
perimentally by tuning close to the Feshbach resonance. In
this case the Mott-Hubbard gap prevents any double or
higher occupancy ni1, and the bosons are hard core. If we
restrict to the lowest band still, then the ground state is an
insulator for a−zta vacuum and a+zta one bo-
son on each site, while if  lies between these two limits,
the system is a superfluid with ni changing continuously
from 0 to 1 as  increases. Unlike the MI-SF transition with
changing ta /U, these insulator-SF transitions caused by
changing  in the hard-core model are just by-products of
density transitions.
For a+zta, one has essentially a filled band insulator
if we restrict to the lowest band. However, if the higher
bands are considered, then it is possible for bosons to delo-
calize and form a SF. We emphasize from the start that this is
not simply due to partially occupying the higher bands while
keeping the lowest band filled or even transferring some
bosons from the lowest band to a higher band, as the hard-
core condition would still forbid any boson motion if every
site is singly occupied independent of which band it is in.
Instead the boson delocalization can only occur by introduc-
ing vacancies.
We consider the case where in addition to the lowest
band, we include one higher band, with both strong enough
intraband and interband on-site repulsion between bosons to
make them hard core. One thus arrives at a two-band boson
model
H = 
i
aaˆi
+aˆi + bbˆ i
+bˆ i − 
ij
taaˆi
+aˆj + tbbˆ i
+bˆ j + H.c.
− 
i
aˆi
+aˆi + bˆ i
+bˆ i ,
with the constraint nai+nbi1. This Hamiltonian is of the
same form as the DMZ two-band model for supersolid ex-
cept for the presence of the chemical potential term, which
can simply be absorbed into a redefinition of a and b. The
aˆ and bˆ operators are for the lowest and the higher bands,
respectively. In analogy to the supersolid model, we will re-
fer to a boson in the b band as an exciton. Because the
Wannier state for the higher band is less localized, the hop-
ping amplitude tb will have a bigger magnitude than ta if the
lattice constant 	 /2 is sufficiently large. The ratio of the
hopping amplitudes can be estimated by looking at the ratio
of overlaps between states on neighboring sites. Using this
estimate, we calculate the quantity tmn / t00, where tmn is the
tunneling amplitude from eigenstate n of a well into eigen-
state m of a neighboring well. In Fig. 1a, we plot t00 as a
function of the distance between neighboring harmonic os-
cillator wells. The dependence of the ratio tmm / t00 on the
distance is shown in Fig. 1b for m=0,1 ,2 in one dimen-
sion. If we identify a as the n=0 state, and b as either the
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n=1 or n=2 state, then we can see clearly that tb can become
significantly larger than ta as 	 /2x0 increases, where x0 is the
Gaussian half-width of the n=0 harmonic oscillator eigen-
state.
Instead of the lowest and a higher band of a single type of
bosons, the two-band model also acts as the model for the
case of two different types of bosons a ,b each restricted to
its respective lowest band in the optical lattice. For example,
we may have bosons of two different masses mamb. If
we assume the laser beams produce the same periodic poten-
tial on them, then we have =b−a=0b−0a, where
0a,b	 1ma,b are the harmonic oscillator frequencies for
masses ma and mb, respectively. We also have tb ta, due to
larger zero point motion of the b boson. However, because
the tunneling amplitude t00
a,b is exponentially sensitive to the
Gaussian half-width of the harmonic oscillator wave func-
tion, we expect the difference in tunneling amplitudes to be
the more significant effect.
Before we discuss our calculation for the two-band
model, we should clarify the terminology used below. In
both solid 4He and trapped bosons in optical lattice, Galilean
invariance is violated. In the optical lattice case, the lack of
translational invariance is externally imposed, so when
bosons Bose condense, we consider it to be a superfluid, not
a supersolid. In the case of solid 4He, the translational invari-
ance is spontaneously broken by the solid, and if Bose con-
densation occurs without the solid melting, we have a super-
solid, to be distinguished from the superfluid, which refers to
the situation in the liquid. However, since we are not inter-
ested in the melting transition, and since the two-band model
is applied to both solid 4He and optical lattice, we will sim-
ply refer to the Bose condensed phase as the SF phase in
both systems for convenience in what follows.
II. MODIFIED MEAN FIELD THEORY
Our primary goal is to analyze the above two-band boson
Hubbard model to include phase fluctuations. Since we do
not expect the precise details of the individual parameters in
the Hamiltonian other than the gross features described
above to be crucial, we take ta=0 for convenience. The bo-
son model can then be mapped onto a spin S=1/2 XY model
coupled to an Ising degree of freedom as follows:
H = 
i
a −  + 
i

 + h2nˆi − hi Sˆ iznˆi
− tb
ij
Sˆ i
+Sˆ j
− + Sˆ i
−Sˆ j
+nˆinˆj , 2
with h=− a+. The mapping between the original bo-
son operators and the new set of operators nˆ and Sˆ is
nˆi0 = 0, nˆibˆ i
+0 = bˆ i
+0, nˆiaˆi
+0 = 0, 3
Sˆ i
z
= bˆ i
+bˆ i −
1
2 , Sˆ i
+
= bˆ i
+
, Sˆ i
−
= bˆ i, 4
where 0 is the empty site, i.e., vacancy state. The Ising
operator nˆi has eigenvalues 0 and 1. For bosons, it acts as the
defect vacancy or exciton occupation number operator. The
spin-1 /2 operator Sˆ i acts on the Hilbert space of the 0 va-
cancy and bˆ i
+0 exciton doublet, which is assumed to be
closer to each other in energy than to that of aˆi
+0.
Because we take ta=0, the a bosons cannot Bose con-
dense, and the Bose condensation order parameter, taken to
be real, is given by bˆ i= bˆ i
+= Sˆ ix. In this representation,
the single-site mean field theory MFT of DMZ would cor-
respond to approximating Sˆ i
+Sˆ j
−nˆinˆj by
Sˆ i
+Sˆ j
−nˆinˆj  Sˆ i
+Sˆ j
−nˆinˆj + Sˆ j
−Sˆ i
+nˆinˆj + nˆiSˆ i
+Sˆ j
−nˆj
+ nˆjSˆ i
+Sˆ j
−nˆi − 3Sˆ i
+Sˆ j
−nˆinˆj .
If we apply the single-site mean field theory to this model,
we simply recover the results of DMZ for the choice of pa-
rameters used here. Such MFT of course neglects fluctua-
tions completely, and it is legitimate to question if the results
remain valid when fluctuations are included. At low tempera-
ture, the dominating fluctuations in three dimensions should
be those from gapless excitations, which are the phase modes
of the Bose condensate, or spin waves in the spin language.
In order to include the effects of phase fluctuations, we
modify the mean field theory as follows:
Sˆ iSˆ jnˆinˆj = Sˆ iSˆ jnˆinˆj + nˆinˆj + Sˆ iSˆ jnˆinˆj
− 2Sˆ iSˆ jnˆinˆj . 5
That is, correlations between the Ising degrees of freedom
on different sites and between the Ising and spin degrees of
freedom on the same or different sites are still ignored. How-
ever, correlations between the spin degrees of freedom on
different sites will be included to allow for spin-wave phys-
ics. The modified mean field Hamiltonian can now be written
as
H = Hn + Hs + C ,
where
FIG. 1. Color online a The overlap t00 and b tmm m
=0,1 ,2 scaled by t00, as functions of the distance 	 /2 between two
neighboring centers in unit of the Gaussian half-width x0. We use
tmna=
−
 m
* xnx−adx, where nx−a denotes the eigenstate
of the nth energy level of the harmonic oscillator with center at x
=a.
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Hs = − hn¯
i
Sˆ i
z
− J
ij
Sˆ i
xSˆ j
x + Sˆ i
ySˆ j
y , 6
Hn = 
 + h2 − hM − 2tbZn¯Bi nˆi, 7
C = 
i
a −  + hn¯M + 2tbZn¯2B , 8
where J=2tbn¯2 and Z is the coordination number.
M = Sˆ i
z ,
B = Sˆ i
xSˆ i+
x  + Sˆ i
ySˆ i+
y  ,
n¯ = nˆi
are parameters independent of the site number and to be
determined self-consistently. It can be seen that the spin part
Hamiltonian Hs is a ferromagnetic XY model in a transverse
field with exchange coupling J.
Hn is a single-site Hamiltonian and nˆi is easily calcu-
lated. The self-consistent equation for n¯ is then given by
n¯ =
Trnie−H
Tre−H
=
exp− E1
1
2
+ exp− E1
, 9
where
E1 =  +
h
2
− hM − 2tbZn¯B .
The factor 12 in the denominator arises from the ni=0 state
being a singlet state while the ni=1 state is a doublet.
The most important feature of Hs is its continuous XY
symmetry which gives rise to gapless excitations Goldstone
modes in the ordered state. This physics will not be affected
by the transverse field h provided h is not too big. Thus, as
further simplification, we consider in this work the zero field
case, or in other words the case where the b state and the
vacancy are degenerate. Setting h=0, the three parts of the
MF Hamiltonian become
Hs = − J
ij
Sˆ i
xSˆ j
x + Sˆ i
ySˆ j
y , 10
Hn =  − 2tbZn¯B
i
nˆi, 11
C = Na −  + 2tbZn¯2B . 12
Modified spin-wave method
After the modified mean field decoupling, Hs remains a
many body Hamiltonian. Since our main goal is to include
the effects of the condensate phase fluctuations, which in the
spin language implies fluctuations of spin waves, it is natural
to use the spin-wave approximation. The spin-wave theory is
known to be reliable in three dimensions, where long range
order persists at low temperature. However, it is seen that the
coupling J is proportional to n¯2, which is itself temperature
dependent, and as we will see, will imply that we need to
address Hs both below and above the spin ordering tempera-
ture. One possible method that can be used is the Schwinger
boson MFT, but it has been shown that this method is prob-
lematic for temperature comparable or larger than J.26 In-
stead, we use a modified spin wave method similar to the
approaches introduced by Takahashi28,29 and by Hirsch and
Tang.30
The calculation will be performed on the three-
dimensional 3D cubic lattice. For the case of bosons on the
optical lattice, this is the actual lattice that has been studied
experimentally. For solid 4He, the lattice is hcp, but since Hs
is ferromagnetic, the physics does not depend on the precise
lattice structure beyond the coordination number Z. To per-
form the spin-wave theory, it is convenient27 to globally ro-
tate the spins about the spin y axis and rewrite Hs as
Hs = − J
l
Pˆ l
zPˆ l+
z + Pˆ l
xPˆ l+
x  ,
where the Pˆ ’s are spin operators in the rotated frame. The
classical ground state can then be taken as having all the
spins pointing in the +z direction. Next, the Holstein-
Primakoff transformation is defined
Pl
+
= 	2S − cl+clcl,
Pl
−
= cl
+	2S − cl+cl,
Pl
z
= S − cl
+cl. 13
The linearized spin-wave Hamiltonian HSW is obtained by
expanding the square roots and keeping to quadratic order in
the bosonic c operators. This quadratic Hamiltonian can then
be solved using Bogliubov transformation
dk = cosh kck − sinh kc
−k
+
, dk
+
= cosh kck
+
− sinh kc−k,
where
cl =
1
	Nk e
ik·lck, cl
+
=
1
	Nk e
−ik·lck
+
.
Unlike the Heisenberg ferromagnet, where the classical
ground state is also the quantum mechanical one, quantum
fluctuations are present for the XY ferromagnet. As a result
Pl
z1/2 even for the ground state. Provided the difference
is small though, the classical ground state can be considered
to be a good approximation and the spin-wave theory should
be reliable. As temperature increases, however, the amount
of fluctuations increases, and eventually Pl
z calculated by
spin-wave theory becomes 0, which clearly indicates spin-
wave theory ceases to be valid. However, spin-wave theory
can be applied if a Lagrangian multiplier or magnon chemi-
cal potential 	 is added to restrict the total number of mag-
nons excited. The modified spin-wave Hamiltonian is given
by
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HSW = HSW − 	
l
S − cl
+cl , 14
with the provision that if cl
+cl1/2 when calculated with-
out 	, then 	=0, and if cl
+cl1/2, then 	 becomes nonzero
and is adjusted to enforce cl+cl=1/2, i.e., Plz=0. After
Bogliubov transformation, HSW becomes diagonalized
HSW = − NZ
3J
8
− 	N + 
k
Ek
dk+dk + 12 , 15
where the magnon excitation energy
Ek =
J
2
Z1 + 		1 − k
1 + 	
16
and 	= 2	J , k=
1
Z e
ik·
. The Bogliubov coefficients are
found to be
cosh 2k =
k
Ek
, sinh 2k =
2k
Ek
, 17
with
k = tbZn¯2 −
1
2 tbZn¯
2k + 	, k =
1
4 tbZn¯
2k. 18
The Bose condensed order parameter is
bˆ  = Pz = 1 −
1
Nk cosh 2k
nk + 12 , 19
where
nk = dk
+dk = expEk − 1−1 20
is the Bose-Einstein distribution of the magnons, −1=T we
pick energy unit so that the Boltzmann constant kB=1. The
dependence of bˆ  on n¯ as calculated from normal linear-
ized spin-wave theory with and without the Lagrange mul-
tiplier at a fixed temperature is shown in Fig. 2a. When the
order parameter bˆ  is positive, denoting the SF phase, 	
=0 and the dispersion Ek represents a gapless mode and is
linear in k at small wave number k. On the contrary, the
excitation energy Ek has a finite gap for nonzero 	 and hence
for zero bˆ , indicating a MI phase.
Before we set off to calculate the self-consistent param-
eters B and n¯, a glance at the bosonic distribution nk alerts us
that the spin-wave method with chemical potential is still
problematic. Since J n¯2, the effective spin temperature is
T=T / n¯2. Though the Lagrangian multiplier prescription is
reliable up to TJ=2tbn¯2, it fails when TJ. However, the
necessity to consider small n¯ values can mean TJ even at
low temperature. One major problem with the modified spin-
wave method discussed so far is that at high T, the nearest
neighbor spin-spin correlation function B can actually take
on the wrong sign. This problem has been recognized in
literature, and a remedy has been proposed.28,29 The correct
sign of B can be maintained if when calculating the spin
correlation Pl
zPl+
z + Pl
xPl+
x , one keeps not just the qua-
dratic, but the quartic order in Holstein-Primakoff boson op-
erators:
Pl
zPl+
z + Pl
xPl+
x  = P2 − Pci+ci + cj+cj − 12 cicj + ci+cj+
+ cicj
+ + ci
+cj + ci+cicj+cj
−
1
8 ci
+cicicj + cicj
+cjcj + ci
+ci
+cicj
+
+ ci
+cj
+cj
+cj + ci
+cicicj
+ + cicj
+cj
+cj
+ ci
+ci
+cicj + ci
+cj
+cjcj + OP−1 . 21
The quartic terms of c operators are then evaluated by
Hartree-Fock HF decoupling
ci
+cicj
+cj  ci
+cicj
+cj + ci
+cjcicj
+ + ci
+cj
+cicj .
22
In the theory by Takahashi, these HF terms need to be
determined self-consistently, in essence renormalizing the
quadratic Hamiltonian HSW . That is too complicated to do in
our problem, so we just evaluate them using the unrenormal-
ized HSW , in line with the scheme proposed by Hirsch and
Tang.30 Using HSW , the HF terms can be derived as
ci
+cj = fri − rj − 12ij ,
cicj
+ = fri − rj + 12ij ,
FIG. 2. Color online Comparisons between different spin-
wave approximations used to calculate the spin Hamiltonian Eq.
10 with coupling J=2tbn¯2. a The superfluid order parameter b
and b the spin correlation B= Si
xSj
x+Si
ySj
y as functions of n¯ at
kT=0.05tbZ. b is tuned to be non-negative at small n¯’s by the
Lagrangian multiplier. The correlation B is further corrected by the
modified spin-wave method.
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cicj = ci
+cj
+ = gri − rj , 23
where
fri − rj =
1
Nk expik · ri − rjcosh 2k
dk+dk + 12 ,
gri − rj =
1
Nk expik · ri − rjsinh 2k
dk+dk + 12 .
24
Consequently, the spin correlation becomes
Bn¯,T = Pl
zPl+
z + Pl
xPl+
x  = S −  f0 − 12 − 12g
−
1
2
f2 + 14 g − f2 + 12g − 12g02
+
1
2 f − 12g02 − 14g02. 25
Though B does not appear in the form of a complete square
as the case of Heisenberg ferromagnet,28 the inclusion of the
quartic terms nevertheless ensures that it has the right sign at
all effective spin temperature T see Fig. 2b. Together
with the equation for n¯ Eq. 9, this equation for B provides
the self-equations for n¯ and B.
Finally, within our MFT, the free energy per site is
GT = −
kT
N
ln Tr exp− Hn + C + Hs
= − kT ln
12 + e−E1 + tbZn¯2Bn¯,T − TSs, 26
where Ss is the spin entropy. The free energy is useful in case
where there is more than one MF solution to determine
which is the most stable solution. Within our MF approach
this is derived in principle from HSW , which gives another
problem. At high temperature, the spin entropy for a spin-
1 /2 system saturates to ln 2. However, using HSW , the spin
entropy is Ss=k1+nkln1+nk−nk ln nk and can exceed
this saturated value due to large fluctuations even when the
Legrange multiplier limits the average value of nk. Since the
effective spin temperature T can be enormous at small n¯,
this problem is relevant when we need to compare the free
energy of the n¯0 to the n¯1 MF solutions at temperature
of interest. Our remedy for this problem is to impose an
upper limit Ss=kB ln 2 when the calculated value of Ss ex-
ceeds that value.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results obtained for the 3D simple cubic lattice are as
follows. The main result will be that i the T=0 first-order
transition obtained by DMZ in their single-site MFT remains
robust with phase fluctuations; ii close to the T=0 transi-
tion point, the finite-temperature transition will also be first
order;31 and iii the stabilization of the ordered phase gives
rise to reentrance with increasing temperature into the SF
phase on the MI side of the T=0 transition. We first present
our results for bosons in optical lattice in which case the
relevant free energy density to be minimized is the free en-
ergy per site with a fixed chemical potential . Within our
model, the experimental change in the strength in the peri-
odic potential corresponds to changing  / tbZ.
At zero temperature, there are no magnons. Using spin-
wave approximation, the superfluid order parameter and the
spin correlation are, respectively, b0.478 and B*
=Bn¯ ,T=00.265 for all nonzero n¯’s. The self-consistent
equation 9 and its T=0 limit given by Eq. 26 indicate that
when  / tbZB*, n¯=1 will be the self-consistent solution
that minimizes the total energy of the system, but when
 / tbZB*, the ground state will have n¯=0. However, the
n¯=1 self-consistent solution branch does not disappear and
hence is metastable until  / tbZ increases past 2B*. Thus,
there is a first-order phase transition from the MI state to the
SF state with decreasing  / tbZ. Accompanying the MI-SF
transition is a jump in boson density or equivalently, va-
cancy density and exciton density. We thus recover the
“vacuum switching” first-order transition obtained by DMZ5
using the single-site MFT. Within single-site MFT, the tran-
sition from MI to SF occurs at  / tbZ=0.25, which is less
than our critical value of  / tbZ=B*. This is the consequence
of the SF phase being stabilized against the MI phase due to
quantum phase fluctuations,
On the SF side, as the temperature rises from zero, ther-
mal fluctuations will decrease the SF order parameter b
both directly and also indirectly through the decrease in n¯. At
the same time, the decrease in spin correlation B can drive
the system from the defect rich n¯ close to 1 to the defect
poor n¯ close to 0 phase. As T continues to increase, we can
expect one of the two scenarios. The condensate amplitude
may vanish while remaining in the defect rich phase, fol-
lowed subsequently by a transition from the defect rich into
the defect poor phase. Should that be the case, we expect b
to go to 0 continuously. The other possibility is that there is
only one transition, which primarily is from defect rich to
defect poor, and when that happens, it drives the Bose con-
densed amplitude to 0. Our calculation shows that it is the
second case that is realized provided  / tbZ is not too far
from B*. This is shown in Fig. 3 for  / tbZ=0.26. The self-
consistent solutions of n¯ as T is increased are shown in Fig.
3a. In between the n¯ values of the solutions that evolve
from the n¯=0 and n¯=1 solutions, there is a third self-
consistent solution. This solution is unstable, corresponding
to a local maximum in the free energy Fig 3b. The low
and high n¯ solutions are local minima in the free energy. At
T=0, the high n¯ solution is the global minimum, but with
increasing T, the small n¯ solution becomes the free energy
minimum at a critical temperature Tc. Beyond Tc, the large n¯
solution becomes metastable, but it remains a local minimum
until a higher temperature where it disappears by merging
with the unstable middle branch solution. We show this for
 / tbZ just slightly less than B* in Fig. 4. The sequence of
behaviors described above is typical of first-order transition.
In the present case, a jump in n¯ occurs at Tc. Just below Tc,
n¯ is large enough that the coupling J in Hs is sufficient for
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b to be nonzero. Just above Tc, the jump to a small n¯ results
in a value of J such that Tc is above the Bose condensation
temperature, and hence b jumps to 0 across the transition.
The value of  / tbZ for Fig. 4 is very close to B*, yet Tc is
not that close to 0. The reason for this is because of the
presence of reentrance in the MI side of the transition. The
reentrance can be understood qualitatively as follows. Just on
the MI side of the transition, the energy of the defect poor
state and the defect rich state are almost degenerate. The
defect poor phase has excitations with gap , and hence the
difference of the free energy from the ground state energy is
exponentially small at low T. The defect rich state, however,
is a Bose condensate and has gapless excitations. Thus, its
free energy decreases by a power of the temperature. As the
temperature is raised, the free energy gain can overcome the
ground state energy difference between the two phases, and
the defect rich phase becomes more stable than the defect
poor phase. Thus as the temperature is raised, the system first
undergoes a first-order transition from the defect poor MI
phase into the defect rich SF phase, and then later on at a
higher temperature undergoes the SF-MI first-order transition
discussed previously back into the defect poor phase. Since
the reentrance is driven by gapless phase fluctuations, it will
not occur if the XY spins are replaced by Ising spins, as in
the so-called Blume-Capel model.32,33 For the same reason,
approximate methods such as the single-site MFT that ignore
phase fluctuations will necessarily miss the reentrance phe-
nomenon.
On a more quantitative level, the free energy of the defect
poor phase at low temperature is given by
G0T = − kBTln1 + 2 exp− /kBT .
On the other hand, for the defect rich phase, the dominant
temperature correction is due to phase excitations about the
condensate, giving
G1T   − tbZB* −
3

2tbn¯2	Z3
kBT4,
where the Riemann zeta function 3=1.202. If G1T
G0T, then the stable phase is the defect rich Bose con-
densed phase. On the SF side  tbZB*, G10G00,
and the difference is further enhanced at low temperature due
to thermal fluctuations. On the MI side, G10G00, and
the MI is the stable ground state. However, as T increases,
the T4 correction in G1T dominates over the exponential
correction in G0T, and provided the ground state energy
difference is not too big, G1T becomes smaller than G0T
beyond some low temperature, giving rise to the “reen-
trance” phenomenon. As T continues to increase, the disor-
dering effect of thermal fluctuations finally dominates so that
there is a second transition back into the defect poor MI
phase. The temperature dependence of the free energies of
FIG. 3. Color online Mean field solutions of Eq. 9 at differ-
ent temperatures for  / tbZ=0.26. a The self-consistent solutions
occur where the curve gn¯=
exp−E1
1
2 +exp−E1
= n¯, where n¯ is defect va-
cancy and exciton occupancy. The low and high n¯ branches corre-
spond, respectively, to the normal solid and supersolid solutions. b
The free energy per site as a function of n¯. The normal solid and
supersolid solutions correspond to the two local minima. The first-
order SF-MI transition temperature is Tc / tbZ0.083.
FIG. 4. Color online Same as Fig. 3, but for  / tbZ=B*−2
10−7, where B* is the zero-temperature transition point. The first-
order SF-MI transition temperature is Tc / tbZ0.0246. The high n¯
solution remains as a metastable minimum above Tc and only dis-
appears at a higher temperature.
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these two competing phases is illustrated in Fig. 5. The phase
diagram in the vicinity of the T=0 SF-MI transition is shown
in Fig. 6. The reentrance on the MI side can be clearly seen.
Although our results are based on our modified spin-wave
theory for the spin Hamiltonian Hs, we believe the results are
quite reliable. As a comparison, we consider the case of one
dimensional, where Hs can be solved exactly using the well-
known Jordan-Wigner transformation. The one-dimensional
1D case by itself is also interesting because it can be real-
ized experimentally in cold atoms. Using the Jordan-Wigner
transformation, the spin-1 /2 operators are mapped into spin-
less fermion operators
gl = eilSl
−
,
gl
+
= e−ilSl
+
,
gl
+gl = Sl
+Sl
−
=
1
2 + Sl
z
, 27
where
l = 

i=1
l−1
gi
+gi
and gl ,gm
+ =lm, gl ,gm=0. Then the spin Hamiltonian can
be rewritten by the fermion g operators and be diagonalized
in k space as
Hs = − tbn¯2
i
Sˆ i
+Sˆ i+1
− + Sˆ i
+Sˆ i−1
−  = 
k
kgk
+gk, 28
with
k = − tbZn¯2 cos k . 29
The spin correlation is then found as
B =
1
Nk cos kgk
+gk , 30
where
gk
+gk = expk + 1−1 31
is the fermion distribution function. At T=0, the negative
energy levels are filled, while the positive ones are empty.
The zero-temperature transition is at  / tbZ=B**=
1

0.318.
We note that in addition to solving Hs exactly, this result is
actually the exact result for the Hamiltonian equation 2.
This is because H , nˆi=0, so ni is a good quantum number
for the ground state. Assuming no breaking of translational
invariance, we then have either all ni=0 or all ni=1. Com-
paring the exact solution to the modified spin-wave method,
which gives  / tbZ=B1D
*
=0.314 as the transition point in one
dimension, we see that the approximate modified spin-wave
method does very well. We also note that both methods show
that there is no Bose condensation in one dimension at T
=0, and the transition in n¯ is driven by short range spin
correlation B.
FIG. 5. Color online Figures showing reentrance for  / tbZ
=B*+10−7, where B* is the zero-temperature transition point. a
The free energy per site plots of the normal solid and the supersolid
self-consistent solutions as functions of temperature. There are two
phase transitions, both first order, as the temperature increases for
this specific . b The superfluid order parameter b as a function
of temperature, showing sudden jumps at the two first-order phase
transition points.
FIG. 6. The finite-temperature phase diagram close to the T=0
transition point  / tbZ=B*0.265, obtained by comparing free en-
ergy per site. There is a region on the zero-temperature normal solid
side where the reentrance phenomenon occurs at finite temperature.
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At finite T, the free energy due to Hs can still be calcu-
lated exactly in one dimension, but the MFT procedure we
use to decouple Sˆ and nˆ is an approximation. The MF finite-
temperature results for the 1D case by both the modified spin
wave and Jordan-Wigner transform are shown in Figs. 7 and
8. The two methods give similar predictions in the spin cor-
relation and the self-consistent n solutions. The results of
free energy obtained by the two methods exhibit some dif-
ference, but the lower the temperature the smaller the dis-
crepancy. More importantly, the reentrance behavior from
defect poor to defect rich back to defect poor phases on the
MI side appears in both methods. Both methods give phase
transitions in n¯ at finite temperatures in one dimension,
which is of course incorrect and an artifact of MFT, and the
transitions should be interpreted as crossovers in defect den-
sities rather than real phase transitions. Nevertheless, the 1D
results provide additional support for the 3D phase diagram
presented above.
The results presented so far are relevant for bosons in
optical lattice, where the experiments may be performed at
constant chemical potential and the lattice constant is fixed
by the optical lattice. To apply them to supersolid 4He, modi-
fications are necessary for the following reason. In the case
of solid 4He, the lattice constant is not fixed externally but
self-determined. Instead it is the number of helium atoms
that is fixed. Therefore, when comparing the free energy of
the defect poor and defect rich phases, one should use the
free energy per atom rather than the free energy per site, with
N=Na+Nb+Nv, where N is the number of sites, Na,b are the
number of sites occupied by helium atoms in a and b states,
and Nv the number of vacancies. The number of 4He atoms
NHe=Na+Nb. Minimizing the mean field free energy per
atom instead of per site gives small quantitative corrections,
but do not change the main results presented above. The
phase diagram in that case is shown in Fig. 9. The transition
temperature is changed, but the first-order transitions and
reentrance remain.
In summary, we have shown that the MI-SF transition of a
two-band boson Hubbard model can differ significantly from
that of the one-band model. Instead of a continuous transi-
tion, the transition here is first order, both for the T=0 and
FIG. 7. Color online 1D MFT results using the modified spin-wave method and using Jordan-Wigner transformation. a Correlation
function Bn¯ ,T, b the self-consistent solutions n¯, c free energy per site, and d free energy per particle. System parameters are
 / tbZ=0.3 and kT / tbZ=0.1.
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the finite T transitions. On the MI side, there can be a reen-
trant transition into the SF phase and then back into the MI
phase as temperature is raised. The underlying physics is that
the MI-SF transition is actually a by-product of the transition
between two competing phases, which are the defect poor
and defect rich phases. In the defect poor phase, bosons are
localized, while in the defect rich phase, they are delocalized
and Bose condense. The defect rich phase contains a finite
density of excitons defined in the Introduction and vacan-
cies even at T=0. Thus, the MI-SF transition is accompanied
by a change in boson density in the case of optical lattice and
a change from commensurate to incommensurate solid in the
case of solid 4He. Our results confirm that the results ob-
tained by DMZ are robust when phase fluctuations are in-
cluded, and also extend their T=0 results to finite tempera-
ture. For three dimensions, these fluctuations are taken into
account using a modified spin-wave theory. Although it is an
approximate method, we believe it to be quantitatively reli-
able for our model by comparing the results in one dimen-
sion using this method and using Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion.
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